
WHAT IS KARATE

Karate is a Japanese martial art whose physical aspects seek the development of defensive and counterattacking body
movements. The themes of traditional.

Marines Again, like most Asian martial arts, karate came to the US through its introduction to the military.
Students might only test for their next belt once or twice a year, and attaining a black belt can take five to ten
years. The Bunkai shows how every stance and movement is used. Form is emptiness, emptiness is form itself.
This article was most recently revised and updated by Adam Augustyn , Managing Editor. They do this in a
slow and controlled environment. Gichin Funakoshi performing the 9th movement of kata Heian Nidan Five
years later, the founder of the Japanese martial art of Judo, Dr. Contests of form kata are also held, in which
single competitors perform predetermined series of movements simulating defense and counterattack against
several opponents. Main article: Kihon Kihon means basics and these form the base for everything else in the
style including stances, strikes, punches, kicks and blocks. As it challenges the brain, it improves focus and
concentration. Bogu kumite full contact with protective shielding of targets rules are used in the World
Koshiki Karate-Do Federation organization. Either way, the result was a heavy Chinese influence on the
Okinawan martial art. With this background, the reason for the choice of the chinese "kara" character,
meaning "Chinese," as a simple case of exoticism is apparent. For this reason, in spite of many protests, we
have abandoned the use of it to replace it with the new character KARA. Therefore, it is not the possession of
great physical strength that makes a strong karateka; rather it is the ability to coordinate mind and body.
Karatekas curb their punches, concentrating mainly on physical, spiritual and mental development rather than
competition. Modern day Karate was developed in Okinawa, a small Island off Japan. We must learn patience
and we must have the endurance needed to help keep us motivated to overcome life's many obstacles. Why
Karate Practicing karate provides many physical benefits including improved physical conditioning and
coordination. Karate is a Japanese martial art. As students develop in ability and confidence, they may choose
to move onto free kumite. Karate is an individual sport. There is some overlapping of technique with other
fighting styles. The Japanese terminology for grades or ranks is commonly used.


